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            We are excited to announce the 20th Anniversary issue of journal AIDS Research & Therapy. We invite manuscripts focused on latest research that may influence policy into curbing epidemic.


This collection is no longer accepting submissions

        
    




                

            
        
            
                
                    
    
        
            
                

    
    
        
    
    
    




            
        

    
    
        
            
                
                    COVID-19 and HIV: clinical presentation, outcomes and impact on clinical services
                
            

        

        
            This new thematic series aims to explore the clinical presentation and outcomes of COVID-19 in people with HIV, and the impact of COVID-19 on services and treatment outcomes for people living with HIV, in both high- and low-resource settings.


Currently open for submissions - submit to the series here

        
    




                

            
        
            
                
                    
    
        
            
                

    
    
        
    
    
    




            
        

    
    
        
            
                
                    Treatment outcomes and paving the way for an HIV cure in Low and Middle Income Countries
                
            

        

        
            Discussion of HIV treatment outcomes in LMICs has historically been neglected, even though it is in these countries that a cure is most crucial. This series covers the ways treatment outcomes can be improved along the way to a HIV cure in states defined as LMICs by the WHO.


Currently open for submissions - submit to the series here

        
    




                

            
        
            
                
                    
    
        
            
                

    
    
        
    
    
    




            
        

    
    
        
            
                
                    Spatial inequality, infectious diseases and disease control
                
            

        

        
            Cross-journal collection
This collection focuses on emerging infectious diseases in humans and animals, including the impact of antimicrobial resistance, and brings together research that investigates the relationship between spatial inequalities of all kinds and the impact and prevalence of these infectious diseases. This collection also welcomes papers that seek solutions towards disease control across areas with particularly unequal distribution of resources and opportunities. 


Currently open for submissions - submit to the series here

        
    




                

            
        
    



    
        
    
    
        
            
                
                    Featured Article: Clinical, molecular, and histological characteristics of severely necrotic and fatal mpox in HIV-infected patients
                
            

        

        
            This case series of 5 patients with severely necrotic mpox highlights the predominantly necrotic nature of lesions seen in cases of severe mpox as shown by skin and lung biopsy, as well as the extensive dissemination of the infection, as shown by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assessment in different body sites.
In this article the authors found that severely necrotic manifestations of mpox in people living with advanced and untreated HIV are related to adverse outcomes









In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are represented, respectively, lung biopsies and skin biopsies
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